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Abstract Artificial Intelligence is becoming more and more important in commercial

video games. There are many different approaches on how to create intelligently behav-

ing non-player characters. As mobile phone gaming is also gaining a lot of developers,

the resource limitation of the platform make creation of the AI a little more compli-

cated. In this paper is proposed and implemented a solution for creating intelligent

behavior for simple alien-like enemies. The aliens itself follow a set of simple rules, but

through these rules a somewhat intelligent behavior emerges. The approach is both

easy to implement and does not require a lot of processing power, although the game

AI works quite well.
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1 Introduction

For a long time the game companies in video game industry have been competing

with each other for paying customers. During the last few decades the most competed

trick has been improving the graphics of the games. However, as the tools for making

more realistic and visually stunning graphics have become more common, the industry

needs to find new ways to gain interest of the customers as noted by Cass (2002). One

topic that has been spoken about for a long time in the industry has been artificial

intelligence. Although there have been different approaches and tries, the game industry

still has not found a solution to the perfect game AI.

As mobile phone game markets are on the rise, this brings new problems to the

developers. Many of the AI techniques used are planned for fast computers or game

consoles that are specialized only to games. To dodge the limitation of computational

resources, this paper implements an AI that is based on emergent behavior, causing

the enemies to display intelligent behavior with just few simple rules.

The goal of this paper is to implement a swarming -type enemies for a shooter game

that pose a threat for the player through the use of emergent behavior. The method for
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the creation of the behavior is similar to Lewis and Bekey (1992). The self-organization

is used to search for the player, gather more enemies to team-up against the player

and cause more trouble this way. A 2D shooter game is implemented for demonstration

purposes of this emergent intelligence. The source-code for the game is available from

http://japskua.wordpress.com

The section two has a short insight on the literature on emergent behavior and game

design. Section three contains the description of the game and the implementation of

the artificial intelligence for the enemies. The section four contains short discussion on

what happened and what could have been done otherwise.

2 Previous knowledge

One of the problems related to realistic artificial intelligence in games is the imple-

mentation of more cognitive believable of the characters Dignum et al. (2009). One

important part mentioned by Orkin (2006) is the implementation of believable and

natural communication between characters. In F.E.A.R this was done by giving the

AI information that is not available to the player. Also the use of special environmen-

tal characteristics can provide the illusion of cooperating characters, although they

are only reacting to some environmental cue. However, this trick requires well defined

environment and a decent amount of pre-programming.

An interesting approach to emergent behavior was presented by Steels (1990) al-

ready some twenty years ago. In this approach the agents leave breadcrumbs to make

a trail to the mineral deposits they are trying to find. The trail gets strengthened as

more and more robots find the deposit and once the deposit has been harvested empty,

the trail will also disappear. This approach leads to a good solution considering that

the mineral deposit is stationary and the robots have to find the same route multiple

times.

Perhaps better approach towards emergent behavior in games was also presented

around same time by Lewis and Bekey (1992). The proposal presented in that paper

has same kind of problem as in a game situation. The multiple agents are trying to find

a tumor which location is unknown in the start. They start with searching randomly

and once an agent sees the tumor it starts to emit pheromone that draws other agents

towards the source of the pheromone. Unlike in the approach by Steels (1990) in this

case there is no need to travel between two locations - the only requirement is to find

the tumor once and destroy it. This kind of approach was used for example in Half-Life

2 by Valve software.

3 The Game

The game was implemented using python programming language (available from www.python.org)

and pygame library (available from www.pygame.org) that contains different kinds of

functions that are needed for game programming. The game was programmed com-

pletely from the scratch. The main goal of the program is to demonstrate the behavior

of the aliens, so not much time was spent on the graphics.

The game itself features a player controlled character, that can move around the

screen and shoot with a gun. The enemies come in form of green aliens, that try to

find the player and attack him by biting. The way they communicate, is by leaving
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pheromones (blue dots) to the game area, that contains information about the location

of the player character.

3.1 The AI

The idea of the Artificial Intelligence is to create a simple emergent behavior for the

aliens. They are considered to be quite simple and the method used is somewhat based

on ideas presented by Steels (1990) and Lewis and Bekey (1992). One important thing

to notice here is that the aliens cannot use direct communication to talk with each other.

Because they are simple critter-like creatures, they cannot have telepathic abilities, as

that could be felt cheating by the player. Thus the aliens should use pheromones to leave

information to the environment and use this indirect way of communicating instead

of telepathy. This approach also makes the AI easier to implement and probably less

resource intensive.

The Aliens have three modes: Search, Flee and Attack. In search mode the alien

is trying to find the player in the game area. The alien has no knowledge of the envi-

ronment around it and it does not gather any information about the level. Because of

this, the alien is implemented to walk randomly until it sees anything of interest. If the

alien in search state sees pheromones on the ground, it will start to follow the trail. In

case the enemy sees the player, it will attack or flee, depending on the situation. There

is a threshold related to the attack/flee behavior (as seen in the figure 1, points 3 and

4). If the alien sees other aliens nearby it will attack the player, but if it is alone, it will

flee. The behind this kind of behavior is to make the aliens attack in pairs or groups.

This way the player will have to fight a bigger bunch of aliens and has the sensation

of challenge.

In flee mode the alien is running away from the player. This might be triggered for

example because of being outnumbered or heavy loss of health (in the implementation

here, the fleeing depends solely on the number of aliens nearby). In flee mode the alien

leaves pheromones behind, so that other aliens might find the player (or that the alien

itself might find the way back to the player). The pheromones contain a direction,

which points towards the player in order for the aliens to know which way to follow the

trail. As the alien is running away from the player, the pheromones left point always

to the opposite direction the alien is facing.

In the attack mode the alien is charging towards the player, trying to attack it.

This is done by getting to a close distance to player so the alien will be able to bite

the player and deal damage in that way. The algorithm shown in figure 1 portrays the

behavior of the aliens.

The initial level is shown in the figure 2. It is just a plain level, with only the

player and the aliens. The red circle around the aliens portrays the field of view of the

enemies. However, as can be seen from the figure 2, the player has actually too much

room to move around as well as the search space is too great a challenge for the aliens.

It takes a significant amount of time for the aliens to find the player (but because of

the randomness, this is not always true). Also, the pheromone trail stayed alive for a

very long time and once the aliens found the trails, they did not point to the current

location of the player anymore and tended to be quite long.

As a solution to these problems, there had to be a time-out on the pheromones. A

timer was added, that would make the pheromones to disappear after certain amount

of seconds had passed. This way the pheromones no longer led to empty places nor
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Fig. 1 The initial algorithm

Fig. 2 The intial game

were dozens of pheromones long. Another addition that can be seen from the figure

3 was the addition of the walls. Because this kind of shooter games usually happen

in tight, closed spaces, the playing area was divided into smaller rooms. The rooms

reduce the search space for the aliens significantly, so they were able to find the player

within the room quite quickly. The running movement of the player is also restricted

within the rooms and there are only few doorways leading out from each of the rooms.

The changes led to faster search times for the aliens and better challenge for the

player. However, as the alien fled from one room to another leaving a trail of pheromones

behind the player was still able to run away. Once the aliens came back, the trail was

a dead-end. Also in cases when the aliens attacked the player, other aliens nearby still

just kept searching and did not react to the attacking aliens nearby.

To fix the problem, another type of pheromone was added to the game. These red

pheromones are left when the alien switches to attack behavior. In attack mode it

leaves pheromones that point towards the way it is moving (as opposite to the fleeing

pheromones). Now when the alien goes into attack mode, it gather other aliens on

it’s route to also attack the player. In the case where the player decides to run away,

the enemies keep following and leave a trail that gathers even more aliens to join the
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Fig. 3 The game after adding walls

Fig. 4 The final version of the game

attack. This means, that if the player runs around the whole game level with only one

alien pursuing in the beginning, the player will end up with all the aliens in the current

level following him. The final version of the implementation can be seen from the figure

4.

4 Conclusion

A good aspect of emergent behavior is it’s simplicity to implement. With just a couple

of simple rules it is possible to create ”intelligently” performing agents. However, as

can be seen well in this paper, the design stage is somewhat complicated. Even though

the end goal was clear in the beginning, the behavior rules had to be adjusted a little.

The aliens behaved less smartly than they were supposed to. The positive thing was
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that adjusting the behavior was quiet easy, because of the simplicity of the behavior

rules.

One good side of the emergent behavior and the simplicity is the low amount

of processing power required. Dozens of aliens can be running at the same time on

the screen without the loss of frame rate (one thing to remember though is that the

graphics are not that complicated either). With some optimization it would probably

be possible to gain even better performance than there currently is.

However there still remains more tweaking possibilities to be done for the aliens.

They don’t seem to recognize the pheromones really well so there could be a bigger

area effect on the pheromones. Other possible implementation could be to make the

aliens scream when they attack the player. This way the scream might attract other

aliens nearby (for example within the same room) to join the attackers.
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